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Building Basics: Riveting Techniques

As with all other facets of riveting, practice using this tool on scrap that is identical to the material you ulti- mately want to work on. It takes practiceâ€”and patience. 
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IN THE LAST TWO "BUILDING BA-



sics," we discussed rivet types and riveting tools. This m o n t h we'll combine the two and address countersinking, dimpling, and rivet removal. There are two ways to install solid rivets: drive them with a rivet gun or squeeze them with a pneumatic or hand-operated tool. Squeezing rivets is easy and doesn't require a lot of skill developed by practice. But you can't squeeze all rivets, and this leaves the rivet gun as the only option. To drive a protruding-head solid rivet with a rivet gun, you need to select the correct header, or set. Load it in the gun and secure it with a safety spring. Test the gun for the correct speed by holding the set, or header, against a block of wood and squeezing the trigger, making adjustments as necessary. Inspect your rivet holes to make sure they are round and deburred. Then install your rivet, making sure its shank protrudes t h r o u g h the pieces of metal you're joining a distance of 1.5 times the rivet's diameter. Place the rivet gun straight on the 100



manufactured head of the rivet and hold the bucking bar on the rivet shank. You don't need to put a lot of force on the gun or the bar, but push harder on the gun than on the bucking bar. Knowing how much force to apply to each tool takes time and prac-



tice, which is why it's important to start the riveting process slowly. If you move hard and fast from the start, you don't have time to control the bucking bar and rivet gun, and the result will be expensive mistakes. Squeeze the gun's trigger lightly and slowly to increase its speed. This enables you to control the motion of the bucking bar. Drive the rivet in for approximately 3 seconds. Counting the seconds will help you rivet better and more uniformly. While driving rivets, concentrate on the rivet gun and the position of its set, or header. Don't bend over the part to monitor the bucking process. Bending over the rivet gun tends to tilt it off its optimum position, which is perpendicular to the surface, and tilting the gun results in a surface filled with rivets that have eyebrows or smiles. One way to avoid this is to rivet with two people, which is the best way to rivet in almost all situations. One person operates the gun, and the other holds the bucking bar. This enables the shooter to hold the rivet



gun with both hands, which greatly improves quality and reduces mistakes, especially when using larger and harder types of rivets. The first mistake a two-person riveting team makes is when the shooter starts riveting before the bucker has his or her bar in place, and the second mistake is when the bucker removes the bar before the shooter lifts his or her finger off the trigger. Both mistakes damage the metal seriously, so communication is important. Flush Rivets



Flush rivets give structures nice smooth surfaces, but before we can use t h e m , we must drill the rivet hole and then countersink or dimple the metal around the hole so the rivet head will, indeed, be flush with the surface. Whether we countersink or dimple depends on the rivet's size and the thickness of the material. Countersinking creates a conical well for the rivet head by removing some metal. This makes rivet patterns an important design consideration because there must be an adequate number of rivets to assure the required load transfer strength. The maximum countersink depth is another important consideration. If you c o u n t e r s i n k too deep—or countersink metal that's too thin— you create a knife-edge at the bottom of the hole or, worse, enlarge the hole. Knife-edge rivet holes are often where skin cracks begin. In the past the general rule for the depth of a countersink was that the outer sheet of metal must contain the conical well and the rivet head. Now, to avoid knife-edge holes and the subsequent failure of rivets and skin, manufacturers recommend that the countersink depth be no more than 2/3 the outer sheet thickness. Because countersinking removes some metal, flush rivets must be farther from the edge of a sheet than protruding-head rivets. Generally, 2.5-times the rivet diameter is the minimum edge distance for countersink rivets. 101



There are many types of countersink tools, but the most commonly used one cuts at a 100-degree angle. Some tools cut at 82- or 120-degree angles. Always double-check the angle of the cutter before you use it. Most homebuilders today use the microstop countersink because they can adjust its depth in 1/1000-inch increments. If properly adjusted, the microstop countersink greatly im-



proves speed and accuracy, and it makes all the holes identical. The correct depth for a countersink well is when the rivet head is 0.004 inch higher than the skin surface. This ensures that the gun's driving force impacts the rivet head, not the surrounding surface. When you place a rivet in a hole
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and find that it is flush with the surface—or under flush—don't drive that rivet. The rivet set will pound the skin, not the rivet head, and this causes work hardening of the metal and a weak joint. If flushness is critical, after driving the rivets you can shave their heads with a rivet shaver. Caution:



Do not shave reduced-head rivets of the NAS 1097 or BACR15CE series. Like riveting, operating a rivet shaver and getting a perfectly flush result takes practice. Practicing, and adjusting the tool on scrap metal, will save your project from your mistakes. To operate one, after adjusting it on some scrap you position the shaver over the rivet head and squeeze the trigger. Then push the spinning shaver down, keeping perpendicular to the surface. To avoid creating a countersink well that results in a flush or underflush situation, set your microstop countersink and test it on scrap material that's the same thickness as the part. It may take a few tries to find the adjustment that results in the rivet's head being 0.004 inch high. When countersinking the holes, use a low d r i l l speed and steady firm pressure. On the parts of your project



where you don't have room to use a microstop countersink, you'll have to use a freehand countersink cutter. As with all other facets of riveting, practice using this tool on scrap that is identical to the material you ultimately want to work on. It takes practice—and patience. Whatever you do, don't use a big drill to countersink holes because most drills cut a 135-degree angle. Another caution: The latest generation of new countersink-counterbore rivets require special countersink equipment. Do not use a standard 100degree microstop cutter for these rivets. If the sheet is too thin to countersink, like 0.025 or 0.032 inch, you can still use flush rivets if you dimple the sheet. Dimpling creates a well for the rivet head, but it does it w i t h o u t removing any metal. Instead of making a join weaker, it makes it stronger than a non-flush type because the dim-
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pies "nest" together. Dimpling is an easy process. After drilling and debarring the hole, you use a hand or pneumatic squeezer with a set of d i m p l i n g dies that matches the rivet you'll use, and you dimple both sheets at the same time. Then you install the rivet and check for the appropriate "flushness." Even though it is an easy process, practice on scrap material first. Driving flush rivets isn't much different than setting protrudinghead rivets, other than you use a rivet-gun set, or header, designed for flush rivets. To avoid damaging thin skins use a rather large 2-inch header. If possible, use the thumb of the hand that holds the bucking bar to keep the header in place. Start slowly and drive the rivet in for approximately 3 seconds. Check the rivet installation and if necessary drive the rivet again to create the shop head to the desired dimension. Rivet Removal



Every riveter makes mistakes. This means every riveter needs to learn how to remove his or her mistakes. When removing a rivet, you must be careful not to damage the holes, countersinks, and the structure. Do not use a hammer and chisel to remove the rivet head. This damages the skin and elongates the hole. Use the drill-and-punch method instead. With a d r i l l about 0.003 inch smaller than the rivet shank, drill into the exact center of the rivet head to the approximate depth of the head. Using a punch as a lever, remove the head by breaking it off.



Then punch out the shank, using a backup block (preferably wood). If the shank doesn't come out easily, ' use a small drill and drill through the shank. Be careful not to elongate the hole. Again, removing rivets isn't diffiI cult, but it does take practice. So practice on scrap material, not your j final product—your airplane. && 104
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